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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present invention relates to a system and method for 
performing rapid and programmable analysis of data. The 
present invention relates to a reconfigurable detector com- 
prising at least one array of a plurality of pixels, where each of 
the plurality of pixels can be selected to receive and read-out 
an input. The pixel array is divided into at least one pixel 
group for conducting a common predefined analysis. Each of 
the pixels has a programmable circuitry programmed with a 
dynamically configurable user-defined function to modify the 
input. The present detector also comprises a summing circuit 
designed to sum the modified input. 
48 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets 
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HIGH THROUGHPUT RECONFIGURABLE 
DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 
This application claims priority based on provisional 
patent application No. 601440,462, filed Jan. 16, 2003 and 
601502,542, filed Sep. 12, 2003, the entire disclosures of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference. 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 
The invention described herein was made in the perfor- 
mance of work under a NASA contract NAS7-03001 and is 
subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 U.S.C. 
202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain title. 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates generally to data analysis, 
and more specifically to programmable data analysis system 
for various applications. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Spectra often consist of hundreds to many thousands of 
intensity measurements as a function of wavelength or scat- 
tering angle. This information can be used to identify and 
quantitate multiple target species in complex matrices of 
samples of interest, whichmay include flowing streams (e.g., 
flow cytometry) or any sort of microscopy, whether full field 
imaging or confocal, including scanning and Nipkow disk. 
Spectral analysis to identify and analyze target species 
from a sample is usually performed by sending the light from 
a sample through a spectrometer or monochromator which 
disperses the photon signal onto a detector. Each target gen- 
erates a unique spectrum that is then received by the detector 
and measured. Examples of commercial instruments using 
this approach include Raman gas analyzers, NIR gas analyz- 
ers, flow cytometers, fluorescence microscopes, Raman 
imaging microscopes, and particle size analyzers. In some 
cases, the monomchromator can be replaced by discrete 
bandpass filters, as in the case of fluorescent probes that have 
been designed to fluoresce at discrete wavelengths. 
Inmany cases, the desired analytes spectra may overlap, as 
in the case of many biological probes such as fluorescent 
probes widely used in molecular biology, fluorescence 
microscopy and flow cytometry. In these cases, the problem is 
how to increase the number of analytes (probes) and still be 
able to separate them spectrally for both detection and quan- 
titation. One approach has been to acquire the complete spec- 
trum of the system and then deconvolve the summed spec- 
trum of each analyte; such techniques are particularly useful 
for fluorescent biological probes as fluorescence adds lin- 
early. This means that the measured spectrum is the linear 
sum of each analyte spectrum times its concentration. Linear 
unmixing can deconvolve the measured spectrum to recover 
whether and how muchof each analyte is present. This is done 
offline, after acquisition of the complete spectrum. This 
approach can also be applied to images as well. This tech- 
nique has been demonstrated to separate, without cross talk, 
fluorescent probes that differ by only 5 nm in their peaks. The 
spectra also can be analyzed using powerful multivariate 
mathematical methods. These methods can provide accurate 
quantitative determinations of multiple target species in simi- 
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lar cases when the spectral differences between species in the 
sample are too subtle for successful analysis using bandpass 
filters, dichroics, longpass and shortpass filters or combina- 
tions of such devices. 
For some probes or analytes, the signals are separated 
enough spectrally that discrete bandpass filters can be used, as 
in commercially available fluorescence microscopy filter 
cubes. A bandpass filtertransmits light that is characteristic of 
the target species, and not produced by the other components 
of the sample. More generally though, many desired probes 
such as gene reporters overlap significantly spectrally. Also, 
by increasing the number of probes to increase the number of 
analytes per measurement, the spectral signatures would 
inherently get closer and begin to overlap. Since the desired 
spectral signals in these cases are so close, discrete optical 
bandpass filters cannot separate the analytes without 
crosstalk that degrades quantitation and classification of par- 
ticular analytes. The limitation of this approach is that the 
entire spectrum has to be acquired and then subjected to 
mathematical analysis. Analysis rates are limited by the time 
to readout the data from the detector and then perform the 
mathematical analysis. 
Thus, a need exists for a system and method for continu- 
ously identifying and analyzing multiple target species in real 
time by utilizing all the analytically useful information in the 
spectrum. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Briefly, the present invention relates to a system and 
method for performing rapid and programmable analysis of 
various types of data. In one aspect, the present invention 
relates to a reconfigurable detector comprising at least one 
array of a plurality of pixels, where each of the plurality of 
pixels is capable of being selected to receive and read-out an 
input. The input may be fluorescence spectrum, light scatter- 
ing angles, or different Fourier frequencies from samples, 
such as flowing streams, bead assays, cells, tagged cells, and 
raster-scanned static sample. The pixel array may be one, two, 
or multi-dimensional array. The pixel array may be divided 
into multiple pixel groups, each of which has at least two 
pixels, for conducting a common predefined analysis. Each of 
the plurality of pixels has a programmable circuitry, each of 
which is programmed with a dynamically configurable user- 
defined function that adjusts the weighting of the signal level 
in each pixel using analog or digital representation. 
In one embodiment, the input is modified by cross-corre- 
lating the received input with the respective user-defined 
function for each selected pixel. In this embodiment, cross- 
correlation is achieved by simultaneously multiplying the 
received spectrum with the user-defined function for each 
selected pixel and serially summing the product to generate a 
single scalar output. 
In another embodiment, the detector may also include a 
summing circuit in communication with the plurality of pro- 
grammable circuits. In such an embodiment, the summing 
circuit is designed to sum the modified inputs from the com- 
mon pixel group in a single binning instruction to generate a 
single scalar output for the pixel group. In one embodiment, 
the summing circuit performs the inner or dot product com- 
putation. In another embodiment, the detector has more than 
two pixels groups, each group having a plurality of indepen- 
dent user defined function associated therewith. 
In some embodiments, the detector comprises the pixel 
array, a user-defined function template and computational 
units arranged together, or separately depending on the appli- 
cations and design constraints. Thus, the template and com- 
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putational units can be in front of, behind or integrated within FIG. 1 shows a schematic depiction of one embodiment of 
the pixel. In one embodiment, digital control and timing logic an optical analysis system 100 according to the present inven- 
or analog processing and communications circuits are tion. In the depicted embodiment, the system 100 comprises 
included in this arrangement. anenergy source 110, a sample of interest 120, a detector 130, 
In another aspect of the invention, two dimensional filter- 5 and an output 140, The energy 110 excites or illumi- 
ing Can be used to achieve higher throughput Or multiple nates the sample of interest 120. Light interacts with the 
Parameter detection. In this aspect, each pixel has Pro- sample of interest and is translated into spectra 150, a set of 
gramable circuitries Operating in parallel. Each program- intensity measurements in a function of wavelength or scat- 
mable circuitry is programmed with a config- tering angles, via a spectrograph, co~~imator  other 
urable user-defined function. Two summing circuits are i o  conventional instrument, The spectra 150 is then transmitted 
associated with the programmable circuits to perform inner to and received by the detector 130, which in turn outputs a 
ning instruction. 
Because the present invention can be implemented for both 
spectroscopic applications and non-spectroscopic applica- 
tions, the type of spectrum received by the detector 130 may 
product Of the modified in a sing1e bin- single scalar output 140 indicative ofthe measured spectra, 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 15 . 
These and other features and advantages of the present 
invention will be better understood by reference to the fol- 
vary depending On a specific the 
e n e r a  source110maYinclude hownmethodofexciting 
lowing detailed description when considered in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
FIG, 1 is a schematic depiction ofan optical analysis sys- 
tem according to one embodiment of the present invention. 
a sample, including electromagnetic radiation of any wave- 
2o lengths, such as, lasers, fluorescence electricity sources, 
elemental particles, or ions. Likewise, the sample of interest 
120 may comprise any analyte Of interest, such as, for 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating one exemplary flowing streams, bead assays, tagged 
embodiment ofa reconfiprable detector included in the opti- andraster-scanned static samples. For spectroscopic applica- 
analysis system of FIG, 1 wherein and of the pixel 25 tipns, such as fluorescence emission, phosphorescence emis- 
sion, luminescence emission and electroluminecense, the 
light spectrum as a function of wavelength is directed to the 
detector. For non-spectroscopic application, particle size and 
shape can be discriminated in real time by measuring scat- 
Of scattering 
angle or Fourier frequencies. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the present invention uses an array 
detector 130, which can detect any of the energy sources 
mentioned above. In one preferred embodiment, the detector 
35 130 is an APS (active pixel sensor). Although the detector 
may contain hundreds to millions of arrayed pixels, there is 
no number or dimensionality requirement to implement the 
analysis system of the present invention. Moreover, the pixels 
may or may not be provided from the same chip. Although the 
40 pixels may be physically separated indifferent chips, they can 
still form an array of pixels by connecting them via a wire or 
some other means of connection. Regardless ofthenumber of 
pixels or the location of the pixels, in the current system, each 
pixel has its own programmable circuitry that is programmed 
FIG. 9A depicts an incoming spectra of an excited sample 45 to perform high-speed real-time inner or dot product compu- 
tation, which includes cross-correlation computation. The 
term “cross-correlation” refers to the value of the cross-cor- 
relation function at zero delay. More specifically, each pixel 
has an associated user-defined function, which resides in the 
FIG. 9C is a resultant spectrum of the incoming spectra of 50 Programmable circuitry ofthe associated Pixel to modify Or 
cross-correlate the received spectrum according to a desired 
analysis scheme in real time. In one embodiment, the desired 
analysis scheme can be changed by reconfiguring the user- 
defined function, which in turn is reprogrammed into the 
changes to the 
reconfigurable analysis system for various applications, such hardware ofthe Circuitry. 
as high throughput screening, cytometry and bead assay for FIG. 2 shows a detailed depiction of the detector 130 
cell sorting (e.g., cancer detection, blood separation, etc.), wherein m and n of the pixel array each equal eight in accor- 
and spectroscopic imaging. The present invention can also be dance with one embodiment of the invention. In this embodi- 
useful for other applications, such as, image processing, spa- 60 ment, the detector 130 includes one or more arrays of pixels 
tial and spectral filtering, as well as determination of shape, 200, comprising a plurality of pixels, such as 201, 202, 204, 
size andor orientation of point particles (e.g. molecules, 206, each of which has an associated programmable circuitry 
cells, granular material) and extended objects in robotic that is programmed with a user-defined function to carry out 
vision, target tracking, medical imaging, biometrics or simi- the designed analysis. The detector also comprises a pixel 
lar applications that utilize computation of inner or dot prod- 65 selector 210 that receives commands from a central processor 
ucts in whole or in part in time, space, spectral or fourier (not shown) to select a specific group of arrayed pixels. A 
domains. memory (not shown), such as a dynamically addressable ran- 
array each equal eight. 
FIG, 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating one embodiment 
oftwo-dimensional filtering in accordance with aspects ofthe 
inventors. 
GFP, EtBr, and RFP. 
YFP, CFP, Dil, GFP, EtBr, and RFP. 
FIG. 5B depicts a table listing mixture compositions ofthe 
mixtures of FIG. 5A. 
FIG. 6A depicts results ofcross-correlatingthe spectrum of 
PureYFP withthemixtures 7-12 listed in the table ofFIG. 5B. 
FIG. 6B depicts results ofcross-correlating the spectrum of 
FIG. 4 depicts fluorescence spectra of pure YFP, CFP, Dil, 30 teredlight intensity (e.g.> spectrum) as a 
FIG. 5A depicts fluorescence spectra of several mixtures of 
pure YFP with the mixtures 1-6 of listed in the table of FIG. 
5B. 
FIG. 7 depicts a PLS regression vector for predicting YFP 
concentration in mixtures. 
vector from FIG. 7. 
interest. 
FIG. 8 depicts a calibration curve using the PLS regression 
FIG. 9B depicts bandpass filters configured by user&- 
fined functions according to one embodiment of the inven- 
tion. 
FIG, 9~ after passing through the bandpass filters ofFIG, 9 ~ .  
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention provides a real-time, continuous, 55 Programmable Circuitry without requiring 
US 7,471,83 1 B2 
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dom access memory, may be included in the detector to hold 
read-outs of the selected pixels for analysis. 
In one embodiment, as shown in FIG. 2, the programmable 
circuitries of the pixels collectively include a dynamically 
adjustable user-defined function template 230, holding the 
user-defined function (e.g., a,, a2, a3, a4 as shown in FIG. 2) 
for each selected pixel. The programmable circuitries also 
collectively include an inner product computational unit 235 
performing inner or dot product computation in whole or in 
part (e.g., for auto-correlation or cross-correlation). More 
specifically, the inner product computation unit 235 performs 
U,,xP,,,, where U,, is the user defined function for the asso- 
ciated pixel at ith row and jth column in the pixel array 200, 
and P is the spectrum intensity measurement for the associ- 
ated pixel PzJ. Digital timing and control circuits as well as 
analog processing, readout and communications circuits may 
also be included in the detector. The programmable circuitries 
comprise at least one summing circuit 240 designed to sum 
the products outputted from the plurality of programmable 
circuitries to produce a single scalar output. 
In some embodiments, the user-defined function template 
and computational units can be arranged together with the 
pixel array, or separately from the pixel array on the same chip 
depending on applications and design constraints. Thus, the 
template and computation units can be in front of, behind or 
integrated within the pixel array. In another embodiment, the 
pixel array, the template, and the computational units are 
placed in separate chips, but are integrated via connections 
between the chips (e.g., bump bonding or 3-D chip integra- 
tion). Regardless of specific arrangements, whether on the 
same chip or on separate chips, the inner product computa- 
tion, in whole or in part, is performed either simultaneously 
during the signal integration time or prior to readout of the 
signal from the chip. Digital timing and control circuits as 
well as analog processing, readout and communications cir- 
cuits may also be included in various arrangements of the 
detector. 
Referring again to FIG. 2, in one embodiment, the pixel 
selector 210 is a logic circuitry that receives commands from 
the central processor to select an appropriate set of arrayed 
pixels (a pixel group) from the array of pixels 200 that receive 
the spectrum 150 within the emission band associated with 
the spectrum of the target species. 
In short, the pixel array 200 may be divided into one or 
more pixel groups for a common predefined analysis, such as 
a particular spectroscopic analysis or non-spectroscopic 
analysis. Each pixel group in turn comprises at least two 
arrayed pixels and is utilized to analyze a single species. For 
analysis of multiple species, two or more pixel groups, where 
eachgroup has at least two arrayedpixel and has an associated 
group of independent user-defined functions, are utilized. In 
one implementation, the pixel array 200 is a 1-dimensional 
array having a single row of pixels. In a typical implementa- 
tion, the pixel array 200 is a 2-dimensional array having m 
rows and n columns of pixels, where mSn. 
As discussed above, to perform an analysis, each pixel is 
associated with a programmable circuitry programmed with a 
user defined function. The user-defined function comprises of 
a function that will selectively pick out the spectrum of the 
target species from the spectrum of the other species in a 
sample of mixture by adjusting the weighting of the signal 
level in each pixel using analog or digital representation. 
For example, in the one embodiment, the user-defined 
function programs the programmable circuitry to perform as 
a simple bandpass filter consisting of a non-zero gain at the 
frequencies of the spectral bandpass of the target species, and 
zeros everywhere else. In this embodiment, characteristics of 
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the bandpass are determined by the spectrograph resolution 
of the target species and the user-defined function derived 
from the spectrograph resolution of the target species. 
Because of the large number of pixels and their associated 
user-defined functions that can be handled by the detector, the 
bandpass can be much narrower, thus more sensitive than that 
of commonly used single-element filters such as thin film 
dielectric interference filters. In addition, the filter character- 
istics can be changed by reconfiguring the user-defined func- 
tions and reprogramming the programmable circuitry with 
the reconfigured user-defined functions. Such bandpass fil- 
tering is equivalent to cross-correlating the user-defined func- 
tions with the measured spectrum from the selected pixels. 
The output of the bandpass filter or the cross-correlator 
results in a signal proportional to the concentration of the 
target species. 
As discussed above, a set of user-defined functions having 
a gain of one where the target species contributes intensity 
and zeros everywhere else will produce cross-correlation 
intensities proportional to the target species concentrations. 
For example, the Raman spectrum of oxygen in air has one 
major Raman band due to oxygen and one due to nitrogen. A 
user-defined function with a gain of one corresponding to the 
detector pixels at the oxygen Raman band location and zeros 
everywhere else would provide a cross-correlation signal pro- 
portional to the concentration of oxygen in air. In one embodi- 
ment, for example, the Raman spectrum of oxygen may work 
as the user-defined function. In turn, changing the user-de- 
fined function from an oxygen Raman spectrum to a nitrogen 
Raman spectrum would effectively change the detector from 
an oxygen sensor to a nitrogen sensor with no changes in 
hardware. 
In one embodiment, two-dimensional filtering can be used 
to achieve higher throughput or multiple parameter (e.g. con- 
centration and shape) detection. As shown in FIG. 3, instead 
of using only one filter, a plurality of programmable filters 
simultaneously operating in parallel are utilized. Similar to 
the previous example, a programmable circuitry is pro- 
grammed to perform as a bandpass filter. In one implemen- 
tation, to achieve two-dimensional filtering each pixel now 
has a multiple number of these programmable circuitries, 
corresponding to the number of different species to be iden- 
tified. 
In one example, the spectral (or angular dispersion) data 
consists of N channels (corresponding to N pixels), and the 
two-dimensional filter [F(ij)] represents K number of filters 
corresponding to K different species to be identified. Parallel 
filtering generates K different outputs, corresponding to the 
concentration of each of the K species. Each filter operates 
simultaneously withother (K-1) filter in parallel onthe image 
data vl to generate an output: 
where a,, are the filter coefficients or user-defined functions. 
Since the outputs are generated simultaneously in parallel, 
this approach enables faster species identification by enabling 
multiple species identification in one step. For example, in an 
integration time and sample time of 100 nsec per row of 
pixels, all K outputs (e.g., K=lO) are generated within the 
same time period, using a KxN two-dimensional filter 
(N=200 for example). Thus, all K species are identified at a 10 
MHz rate. If parallelism were not used, each species would be 
US 7,471,83 1 B2 
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identificd at lcast K times slower rate, for instance at 1 MHz predictive of YFP concentration even when there are large 
rate if K=lO, since the filter coefficients corresponding to changes in non-YFP sample component concentrations, as 
each species would need to be changed after each correlation, shown in FIG. 8. 
and the species will be detected in a serial fashion. Therefore, As shown in FIG. 7 the PLS regression vector contains 
the use of parallelism and on-chip processing enables higher 5 negative intensity, however, which cannot be represented by 
throughput rates for multiple species than could be carried out the APS detector. The negative intensity of the regression 
either serially andor through off-chip filtering. vector can be made positive without loss of predictive power 
As an example, the oxygen and nitrogen band of the Raman by adding a single constant value to each point in the regres- 
spectrum of air can be determined in one step by using two sion vector. The resulting plots of cross-correlation intensity 
filters, one filter tuned for oxygen, and the other for nitrogen, 10 vs. analyte concentration remain linear, but with an increased 
and running the two filters simultaneously on the pixel data. y-intercept. 
This will provide both oxygen and nitrogen concentration The dynamic reconfigurability of the user-defined fmc- 
simultaneously, unlike the case where the filter coefficients tions of the current analysis system allows the concentration 
have to be changed serially in time, resulting in significant of different analytes to be to be determined. For example, 
slow-down of detection, both due to doubling the filtering 15 multiple target species can be identified and analyzed on two 
time, and the time required to change the filter characteristics. or more rows of, or multi-dimensional APS array of pixels. 
In some instances, the cross-correlation resultant intensity The detector can be at the output plane of an imaging spec- 
may not go to zero when the target species concentration goes trometer that disperses the spectrum of the input across the 
to zero, since signals contributed by the non-target species detector. In such an embodiment, a row of pixels is a duplicate 
may produce non-zero cross-correlation intensity. As long as 20 spectrum that can be cross-correlated with a different set of 
these signals remain constant, they, however, only create a user-defined functions, where each set is associated with an 
non-zero intercept in the plot of target species concentration independent target species, to provide analysis of different 
vs. cross-correlation intensity, and do not effect the linearity target species. A separate read operation is performed for 
of the plot. For example, FIG. 4 depicts highly overlapping each target species analyzed. In this example, each pixel has 
fluorescence spectra of species yellow Fluorescence Protein 25 the Same integration time and the Same viewing time regard- 
(YFP), cyanFP (CFP), dialklycarocynanine (Dil), greenFP less of the numbers of target species being analyzed. 
(GFP), Ethidium Bromide (EtBr), and redFP (RFP). Fluores- Referring back to FIG. 3 the two-dimensional filtering 
cence spectra of several mixtures having different concentra- implementation can also be used effectively in more compli- 
tion of the above-listed species are depicted in FIG. 5A. cated cases where there is significant overlap between spec- 
Mixture compositions are shown in Table 1 of FIG. 5B. FIG. 30 tral characteristics of each probe or species. In this case, 
6A shows the results of cross-correlating the spectrurn of pure multiple filters corresponding to each probe or species can be 
YFP with the spectra of mixtures 7-12. applied in parallel to simultaneously identify and measure the 
The mixtures 7-12 have an approximately constant spec- concentration of each separate species. 
trum from the non-YFP species, accordingly, the calibration The two-dimensional filtering can also be used for shape 
CWe Of target Species YFP concentration VS. CrOSS-COrrela- 35 and size identification in conjmction with spectral identifi- 
tion intensity of FIG. 6A is linear and predictive of YFP cation,  his consists of cawing out two-dimensional corre- 
concentration. However, as explained before, the y-intercept lation with a two-dimensional user-defined function template 
is large due to the cross-correlated intensity from the other corresponding to the shape or size o fa  particle, In this case, 
fluorescent species in the samples. the each filter is a two-dimensional filter FZJ, having a two- 
Although the above example shows results of an analysis 40 dimensional user-defined function template and a two-di- 
for multiple species having constant concentrations, if more mensional inner product computational unit, carrying out 
than one species are present in the sample, it is not uncommon two-dimensional filtering: 
for multiple species in the sample to have significantly vary- 
ing concentrations. Any user-defined function for one species 
will generally produce a non-zero cross-correlation intensity 45 
overlap among the species in the sample. Referring back to 
the example, when the same cross-correlation procedure is 
applied to a sample set consisting of the pureYFP species and 
mixtures 1-6, the resulting calibration curve, as illustrated in 50 
FIG. 6B, is poorly predictive ofYFP concentration. Here the 
composition of eachmixtures differs significantly and there is 
significant spectral overlap among the species in the sample. real-time cross-correlation of a user-defined analytical func- 
In this instance, single cross-correlation intensity is then no tion with the measured spectrum. The cross correlation is 
longer predictive of the target species concentration. 55 carried out by simultaneously multiplying the spectrum read- 
A user-defined function that accurately predicts analyte outs from each selected pixel by its associated user-defined 
concentration despite spectral changes caused by other corn- analytical function from the set of user-defined functions and 
ponents of the sample can be found using multivariate analy- serially summing the resulting products to produce the output 
sis methods. The spectral variance in a training set of samples 140 of FIG. 1, which is proportional to the target species 
is correlated with the corresponding changes in sample corn- 60 concentration. TO carry out these operations in accordance 
position by well-known multivariate methods such as Partial with the present invention, at least two pixels are required to 
Least Squares (PLS). The cross-correlation of the regression form an array of pixels. 
vector generated by PLS (shown in FIG. 7) and the sample In one illustrative example of FIG. 2, the array 200 com- 
spectrum is predictive of the analyte concentration. FIG. 8 prises 6 rowsxl0 columns of pixels. The selector 210 selects 
shows a regression vector calculated by PLS for the predic- 65 four pixels 201,202,204,206 from the fourth row of the 2-D 
tion ofYFP concentration. The cross-correlated intensity of array 200 to capture the spectrum 150 within the emission 
this regression vector with the sample spectra are highly band associated with the spectrum of target species A. The 
0 = a,,I . v , , ~  for each of the other species when there is significant spectral 
! I  
EXAMPLES 
As described above, in operation, the detector performs a 
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pixels simultaneously read-out the spectrum of the excited 
sample (as shown in FIG. 9A). The pixels may also place the 
read-outs in a memory for further manipulation. The central 
processor has programmed each programmable circuitry of 
the pixels 200 in accordance with associated user defined 
function to achieve bandpass filtering of the read-out spec- 
trum. For pixels 201-206, user defined functions a1-a4 are 
assigned from the user defined function template 230. FIG. 
9B illustrates the bandpass filters programmed in the pro- 
grammable circuitry. FIG. 9C illustrates the filtered spectrum 
after passing through the bandpass of FIG. 9B. Thus, the gain 
ofthe bandpass associated with the user-defined functions are 
applied to the read-outs. The associated user-defined func- 
tions a2-a5 are simultaneously multiplied with the spectrum 
read-outs and the products are then serially summed as a 
single scalar output in a single binning instruction. 
The next example demonstrates an application in flow 
cytometry, which utilizes hundreds to millions of pixels con- 
figured in multi-dimensional arrays in accordance with the 
present invention. 
Flow cytometers deliver particles, such as cells, in an 
extremely small diameter stream to an inspection zone. One 
or more lasers are focused in the inspection zone. Elastically 
and inelastically scattered light from each particle passing 
through the inspection zone is collected and analyzed. An 
optional cell sorter can be included in the flow stream after the 
inspection zone to physically segregate the particles based on 
the light scattering signals generated in the inspection zone. 
Commercially available flow cytometers are capable of 
analyzing 50,OOOparticles per second. They can analyze up to 
13 fluorescence wavelengths and two inelastic scattering 
angles simultaneously for each particle. Up to 3 different 
laser beams can be focused at different points in the stream, 
providing fluorescence and inelastic scattering data at 3 dif- 
ferent wavelengths for each particle. 
High throughput screening, combinatorial chemical syn- 
thesis, and advancednanosensor technologies all benefit from 
being able to put multiple fluorescent labels on particles and 
then sort the particles based on the particular combination of 
labels present. The multiple labels can be thought of as a 
particle “bar code.” Given that the useful spectral region for 
fluorescence emission from currently used fluorescent labels 
ranges from about 360 nm to about 1000 nm, and that spectral 
shifts as small as 5 nm to provide useful label discrimination, 
128 simultaneous fluorescence wavelengths would be desir- 
able for flow cytometry. In addition, label fluorescence 
changes with excitation wavelength. Accordingly, the use of 
multiple excitation wavelengths further multiplies the num- 
ber of measurement channels, and therefore the potential 
information content of the fluorescence “bar code” that could 
be used to label a particle. Presently available flow cytometers 
measuring 13 fluorescence wavelengths can utilize only a 
small fraction of the information that can be placed into the 
fluorescence “bar code” because larger numbers of measure- 
ment channels become prohibitive when using single element 
detectors. 
Particle sorting based on shape and size is also possible by 
analyzing elastically scattered light intensity as a function of 
angle. Many different angles would need to be measured to 
correctly classify asymmetric particles, despite the orientat- 
ing effect of particle delivery devices (like a sheath flow 
cuvette). Again, a large number of measurement channels 
become prohibitive when using single element detectors. 
Accordingly, an array detector readout speed of well over 
10 megapixelsisec is needed to analyze 200 wavelength or 
scattering angle channels 50,000 times per second. This data 
flow then needs to be processed in real time. The detector of 
10 
the current invention provides the detection and data flow 
rates required for flow cytometry using more than 200 infor- 
mation channels. 
The present system enables 10 MHz update rates based on 
5 a computation speed of lo9 correlations per sec for 100 
regions consisting of 9x9 cross-correlation blocks or 81 lin- 
ear channels. Thus, cross-correlation of a user-defined func- 
tion 5 rows with 50 channelsirow with pixel data from 50 
columns and 5 rows of pixels could be performed in approxi- 
In addition, a 2-dimensional compatibility with CMOS 
technology enables integration of digital timing and control 
with analog and digital signal processing, as well as Analog- 
to-Digital Converter (ADC) circuits on the same chip as the 
15 detector. Dynamically addressable random access enables 
fast readout of only windows of interest. The user-defined 
functions can then provide threshold or event detection. They 
can also be dynamically altered, giving a versatile integrated 
detectorisignal processor. The result is the availability of low- 
20 cost, low power, high speed imagers exhibiting random 
access, simple digital interface, simplicity of operation and 
miniaturization through on-chip integration. 
Although the present analysis system operates statically, 
where the user-defined function is statically configured by a 
25 user in accordance witha desiredanalysis scheme, the present 
analysis system can also be implemented dynamically. For 
example, the present analysis system can be taught to recog- 
nize desired targets with training sets and neural net software, 
thus, alter or reconfigure the user-defined functions optimally 
Although specific embodiments are disclosed herein, it is 
expected that persons skilled in the art can and will design 
alternative spectral analysis devices that are within the scope 
of the following claims either literally or under the Doctrine 
i o  mately 500 ns. 
30 by itself without requiring the user’s input. 
35 of Equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A reconfigurable detector comprising: 
at least one array of a plurality of pixels, each of the 
plurality of pixels selected to receive and read-out an 
input, wherein the pixel array is divided into at least one 
pixel group for conducting a common predefined analy- 
sis, wherein each of the pixel groups is comprised of at 
least two pixels; 
each of the plurality of pixels having a programmable 
circuitry, in communication therewith, each of said cir- 
cuitry being programmed with a dynamically config- 
urable user-defined function such that each of said cir- 
cuitry receives the input from the selected pixel and 
outputs a modified input; and 
a summing circuit in communication with the plurality of 
programmable circuits, said summing circuit designed 
to sum the modified inputs from the common pixel group 
in a single binning instruction to generate a scalar output 
wherein the user-defined function comprises a function to 
selectively pick out a spectrum of a desired target, the 
user-defined function being determined by Partial Least 
Square (PLS) analysis followed by eigenvector rotation. 
2. Thereconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the pixel 
array is a one-dimensional array. 
3. Thereconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the pixel 
array is a two dimensional array. 
4. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the input 
65 comprises a spectrum selected from the group consisting of 
samples of interest from flowing streams, bead assays, cells, 
tagged cells, and raster-scanned static samples. 
4o 
45 
5o 
55 for the pixel group, 
60 
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5. The reconfigurable detector of claim 4, wherein the 
spectrum comprises a fluorescence spectrum. 
6. The reconfigurable detector of claim 4, wherein the 
spectrum comprises different light scattering angles from the 
samples of interest. 
7. The reconfigurable detector of claim 4, wherein the 
spectrum comprises different Fourier frequencies of an image 
from the samples of interest. 
8. The reconfigurable detector of claim 4, wherein the 
spectrum comprises a light spectrum. 
9. The reconfigurable detector of claim 4, wherein the 
modification of the received input comprises cross-correla- 
tion of the received spectrum with the respective user defined 
function for each selected pixel. 
10. The reconfigurable detector of claim 9, wherein the 
cross-correlation comprises simultaneously multiplying the 
received spectrum with the user-defined function for each 
selected pixel and serially summing the product to generate 
the single scalar output. 
11. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels comprises an active pixel 
sensor. 
12. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein each 
pixel from the array of the plurality of pixels comprises a 
uniquely configured bandpass filter and a detector. 
13. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
read-out of the received input is placed in a dynamically 
addressable random access memory before the modification. 
14. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
detector has at least two pixel groups each having at least two 
pixels, and wherein each pixel group has a plurality of inde- 
pendent user defined functions associated therewith. 
15. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
programmable circuitry is integrated within the array of the 
plurality of pixels. 
16. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
programmable circuitry is separately arranged from the array 
of the plurality of pixels. 
17. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, wherein the 
programmable circuitries ofthe pixel group collectively com- 
prise a user-defined function template and an inner product 
computational unit. 
18. The reconfigurable detector of claim 17, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
template, and the inner product computational unit are inte- 
grated on the same chip. 
19. The reconfigurable detector of claim 17, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
template, and the inner product computational unit are inte- 
grated via connections between a plurality of chips. 
20. The reconfigurable detector of claim 19, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
template, and the inner product computational unit are inte- 
grated via connections between a plurality of chips using 
bump bonding. 
21. The reconfigurable detector of claim 19, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
template, and the inner product computational unit are inte- 
grated via connections between a plurality of chips using 3-D 
chip integration. 
22. The reconfigurable detector of claim 17, wherein the 
inner product computational unit performs inner product 
computation simultaneously during a signal integration time. 
23. The reconfigurable detector of claim 17, wherein the 
inner product computational unit performs inner product 
computation prior to readout of the input. 
12 
24. The reconfigurable detector of claim 1, further com- 
prising at least one of the circuits selected from the group 
consisting of digital control, timing logic, analog processing, 
and communication circuits. 
25. A reconfigurable detector for simultaneously detecting 
a plurality of targets, the detector comprising: 
at least one array of a plurality of pixels, each of the 
plurality of pixels selected to receive and read-out an 
input, wherein the pixel array is divided into at least one 
pixel group for conducting a common predefined analy- 
sis, wherein each of the pixel groups is comprised of at 
least two pixels; 
each of the plurality of pixels having at least two program- 
mable circuitries designed to simultaneously perform 
calculations to detect the plurality of targets, in commu- 
nication therewith, each of said circuitries being pro- 
grammed with a dynamically configurable user-defined 
function associated with a target species such that each 
of said circuitries receives the input from the selected 
pixel and outputs a modified input; and 
at least two summing circuits associated with the plurality 
of programmable circuitries and designed to simulta- 
neously generate outputs representative of the plurality 
of targets, each of said summing circuits designed to 
sum the modified inputs from the associated one of the 
programmable circuitries to simultaneously generate a 
scalar output representative of the desired target, 
wherein the user-defined function comprises a plurality of 
user-defined functions to selectively pick out the plural- 
ity of desired targets, the user-defined function being 
determined by Partial Least Square (PLS) analysis fol- 
lowed by eigenvector rotation. 
26. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
35 pixel array is a one-dimensional array. 
27. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
pixel array is a two dimensional array. 
28. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
input comprises a spectrum selected from the group consist- 
40 ing of samples of interest from flowing streams, bead assays, 
cells, tagged cells, and raster-scanned static samples. 
29. The reconfigurable detector of claim 28, wherein the 
spectrum comprises a fluorescence spectrum. 
30. The reconfigurable detector of claim 28, wherein the 
spectrum comprises different light scattering angles from the 
samples of interest. 
31. The reconfigurable detector of claim 28, wherein the 
spectrum comprises different Fourier frequencies of an image 
32. The reconfigurable detector of claim 28, wherein the 
spectrum comprises a light spectrum. 
33. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
array of the plurality of pixels comprises an active pixel 
34. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein each 
pixel from the array of the plurality of pixels comprises at 
least two uniquely configured multi-dimensional bandpass 
35. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
read-out of the received input is placed in a dynamically 
addressable random access memory before the modification. 
36. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 
65 detector has at least two pixel groups each having at least two 
pixels, and wherein each pixel group has a plurality of inde- 
pendent user defined functions associated therewith. 
5 
lo 
l5 
2o 
25 
30 
45 
50 from the samples of interest. 
55 sensor. 
6o filters. 
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37. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, further com- 43. The reconfigurable detector of claim 42, wherein the 
prising at least one of the circuits selected from the group array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
consisting of digital control, timing logic, analog processing, templates, and the inner product computational units are inte- 
and communication circuits. grated via connections between a plurality of chips using 
38. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 5 bump bonding. 
programmable circuitries are integrated within the array of 44. The reconfigurable detector of claim 42, wherein the 
the plurality of pixels. array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 
39. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the templates, and the inner product computational units are inte- 
Programmable circuitries are separately arranged from the gratedvia connections between a plurality of chips using 3-D 
array of the plurality of pixels. 
40. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the 45. The reconfigurable detector of claim 40, wherein the 
programmable circuitries ofthe pixel group collectively com- inner product computationa~ units perform inner product 
prise at least two user-defined function templates and at least computation simu~taneous~y during a signal integration time, 
46. The reconfigurable detector of claim 40, wherein the two inner product computational units, wherein each of the at least two programmable circuitries of each pixel in the pixel 15 . inner product computational units perform inner product group is independently associated with one of the user-de- computation prior to readout of the input. fined function templates and the inner product computational 
47. The reconfigurable detector of claim 40, wherein the units. 
41, The reconfigurable detector of claim 40, wherein the user-defined function templates and the computational units 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function 20 are two-dimensiona1. 
templates, and the inner product computational units are inte- 48. The reconfigurable detector of claim 25, wherein the at 
grated on the same chip. least two summing circuits, each of said summing circuits 
42, The reconfigurable detector of claim 40, wherein the sequentially generates a single scalar output representative of 
array of the plurality of pixels, the user-defined function the Plurality oftargets. 
templates, and the inner product computational units are inte- 25 
10 chip integration. 
grated via connections between a plurality of chips. * * * * *  
